Imagine walking into one of these bathrooms for the first time. Your reaction might be "Wow!" That's what you can add to your bathroom, the Wow! Factor, when your remodeling plan includes a modern frameless shower enclosure. Each of these showers is a stunning statement of what a properly designed, quality built frameless enclosure can add to the beauty and value of a home. And each is adorned with C.R. Laurence Frameless Shower Door Hardware. As you browse through this flyer you'll see many examples of how we can add the Wow! Factor to most every bathroom.

**Hinges**
- Wall mount, glass-to-glass, top and bottom pivot, adjustable, and more
- Over 20 styles with various shapes and designs
- Accommodate glass thicknesses from 1/2" (12 mm) to 1/4" (6 mm)
- Over 20 stock finishes in many models, with custom finishes available

**Glass Clamps and U-Channels**
- Means of safely and beautifully securing fixed glass panels
- Clamp profiles to match door hinges
- Over twenty elegant finishes to match our other hardware

**Cottage Series Frameless Sliding Shower Door Kits**
- Two distinct styles; one with clear side jambs for a beautiful 'all-glass' look, and one featuring traditional metal side jambs
- Stocked in bright anodized (chrome look), bright gold anodized (brass look), brushed nickel, and oil rubbed bronze, with special finishes available on request

**Hydrolide Sliding Shower Door Kits**
- Featuring a European 'all-glass' look
- Excellent design for compact areas
- Clean, sleek lines
- Four stock finishes, with custom finishes available
Pull Handles, Towel Bars and Knobs provide not only a practical entry into the shower, but can also make a bold or subtle statement about your luxury shower enclosure. Combos units with a Pull Handle on the inside and a Towel Bar on the outside are a great choice. Grab Bars for the interior walls are a stylish way to create a safer bathing enclosure. Available in stock finishes to match our quality hinges, as well as custom sizes, finishes, and styles.

Hinge Mounting Options: While the early days of traditional side mounted style Wall Mount and Glass-to-Glass Hinges will always be popular, recent years have lead to new CRL innovations, such as our Primus Series Top and Bottom Mount Styles, as well as our first “Notchless” Hinge with the Madrid Series.